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DEVELOPING AN ENGLISH EDUCATION DEPARTMENT CURRICULUM

Habiburrahim
Ar-Raniry State Islamic University, Indonesia
Contributor Email: habib.habiburrahim@fulbrightmail.org

Abstract

Curriculum is the heart of teaching and learning program. Through a curriculum, teachers formulate the designated learning objectives and their outcomes and transform all those formulated goals to students. This paper has an attempt to elaborate significant information and models on curriculum that could be developed at the English Education Department (PBI – Pendidikan Bahasa Inggris) of Ar-Raniry State Islamic University (UIIN Ar-Raniry) Darussalam, Banda Aceh as an Islamic higher education institution. The paper reviews various literatures on language learning curriculum, teaching English as a foreign language curriculum, and professional learning curriculum. The paper also analyses the 2016/2017 UIIN Ar-Raniry manual/handbook, and the 2015 annual report of the PBI department curriculum monitoring and evaluation (Monev). The findings elucidate that the PBI department curriculum has met a standardized curriculum quality. Yet, some weaknesses that could decelerate the language acquisition process are still found in such the PBI department curriculum.

Keywords: Curriculum, curriculum design and development, Islamic higher education
A. Introduction

The objective of this paper is to provide an overview of a specific curriculum focus that could be developed by the English Education Department (PBI – Pendidikan Bahasa Inggris) of Ar-Raniry State Islamic University (UIN Ar-Raniry), Darussalam Banda Aceh. Even though UIN Ar-Raniry and PBI department are under the management of the Ministry of Religious Affairs (MoRA), the PBI department also trains students to become English teachers who might teach at general schools, which are under the management of the Ministry of National Education (MoNE). Students who graduate from PBI department are expected to master not only general discipline knowledge of English, but also pedagogy, religious-focused education, and generic employability capabilities. Educational research has generated a body of knowledge to underpin each of these spheres of the curriculum.

A specific curriculum framework at PBI department context is discussed. The framework encompasses a language-learning curriculum, teaching English as a foreign language curriculum, and professional learning curriculum. The primary goal of discussing these curricula is to highlight the significance of each curriculum context that suits particular teaching and learning objectives, particularly those which suit the PBI department. For example, the theories of language learning curriculum and teaching English as a foreign language curriculum have different approaches and concepts. An important factor in a language-learning curriculum is to consider its general learning purpose. Students may study English for a qualification or an English degree. In contrast, the curriculum for teaching English as a foreign language is designed specifically to prepare and train students to become English elementary and secondary school teachers. Hence, most programs deal with pedagogical issues such as teaching methodology, course design and development, and leadership in teaching, as well as assessment.

B. Language learning curriculum

This part of the paper relates to how the curriculum may be adjusted to meet students’ language learning objectives. The motives for learning a foreign language vary among people; some may study it for academic purposes and
others may learn it for career-oriented considerations. Development of language learning curriculum must consider the factors that inspire someone to study a foreign language. Those factors are regarded as a significant platform to guide curriculum developers in constructing a curriculum that meets its constituents’ learning objectives.

The significant literature in the area of language learning has a clear message; beliefs and motivations play a critical role in learning a language (Aragao, 2011; Bernat & Gvozdenko, 2005; Mohebi & Khodadady, 2011; Oakes, 2013; Purdie & Oliver, 1999; Wong, 2010). Bernat and Gvozdenko (2005) note that perceptions, attitudes, beliefs, and expectations are significant influences in driving language learners to succeed in learning English as a foreign language.

In a similar vein, Wong (2010) notes that language learners having strong self-efficacy and motivation to succeed in learning are more likely to put more effort into successfully accomplishing their learning objectives, even when the shadow of failure hangs over them. In contrast, learners who are less motivated, or who are doubtful in perceiving their ability to succeed, are more likely to put less effort into learning, and often tend to give up easily when they encounter a learning challenge. Wong argues that “…successful learners develop insightful beliefs about the language learning process, their own abilities, and the use of effective learning strategies which have enhanced their performance in language acquisition” (p. 124). She adds that learners may also have misconceptions or negative beliefs about learning a foreign language, resulting in a demotivated attitude towards a learning objective. For example, a student who believes someone should not speak English if they cannot speak well will not practice it. In contrast, a student who does not have any negative beliefs about English will start practicing and repeating it a lot, resulting in acceleration of language acquisition.

According to Aragao (2011), self-confidence or self-esteem may always contribute to the students’ willingness to practice English with their teachers, peers, and surrounding community. Aragao (2011: 304) notes that:
Emotions like shyness, embarrassment, pride, self-esteem, inhibition can be related to beliefs one has about oneself and the surrounding environment, such as the fear of feeling embarrassed when speaking in class may be due to a belief that a classmate will criticize or laugh at the student’s performance. Self-conscious emotions come with experience and with the emergence of certain beliefs about one’s relationship to the foreign language classroom.

Research into Beliefs about language learning for Malaysian pre-service teachers carried out in Malaysia reveals that the primary objective of learning English as a foreign language is its utility value, namely to better understand English and to find a better career opportunity (Wong, 2010). Wong concludes that learners’ beliefs in learning a foreign language are situational and dynamic, depending very much upon their interest in learning a foreign language, especially English. To this end, she suggests that educators should pay particular attention to students’ awareness and beliefs about language learning. This language-learning objective seems applicable to other Asian countries, and Indonesia is no exception. In Aceh, most students tend to study English so they can communicate well in it and get a better job at multinational companies and other bona fide national enterprises (UNDP, 2016).

Since motivation, attitudes, beliefs, and expectations about language learning have been identified as affecting learning and outcomes, the language learning curriculum and its instruction can be developed to clearly address diverse students’ particular study needs. In the context of an Islamic higher education institution, particularly in Aceh with its majority Muslim population, English language learning can also be associated with the knowledge seeking orientation (to search for Islamic-related information written in English) and to seek better job opportunities. The PBI department curriculum could accommodate students’ interest in learning English to enrich their understanding of Islamic scholarship.

C. Teaching English as a foreign language

This part of the paper describes how the curriculum may be adjusted so that students can master the knowledge, attitudes, and pedagogical skills
to function in teaching English as a second language after they have finished their study at PBI department of UIN Ar-Raniry. The PBI department’s primary objective is to teach and prepare students to be English teachers. It is expected that after students have graduated from this department, they will have sufficient English and pedagogical skills to teach at elementary or secondary schools. This expectation has been documented in the 2016/2017 UIN Ar-Raniry manual/handbook regarding the academic issues.

It has long been agreed that many factors may profoundly influence second language acquisition. According to Whyte (2011), factors include the frequency of language exposure that learners experience, the volume of their interaction and engagement with the targeted language, and the quality or frequency of constructive feedback they receive from their teachers or tutors. Whyte, therefore, suggests that to accelerate the second language acquisition process, the language curriculum and syllabus could be developed to enable learners to access rich language input, participate in active group discussions, and receive individualised instruction. She also strongly urges teachers and tutors to get involved actively in mentoring their students through using the targeted language as often as possible.

However, according to Oxford (2002), applying the above approaches might not guarantee that students will easily succeed in foreign language learning because successful language learning is also influenced by students’ individual learning styles and strategies. Oxford argues that “...successful learners often use metacognitive strategies such as organizing, evaluating, and planning their learning” (p. 125). Brown, Bransford, Ferrara, and Campione (1983), cited in Oxford (2002), say that “…use of those metacognitive behaviours – along with cognitive strategies such as analysing, reasoning, transferring information, taking notes, and summarising – might be considered part of any definition of truly effective learning” (p. 125).

In addition to Whyte and Oxford’s ideas regarding factors that may stimulate language acquisition, research has also documented that language immersion programs play a critical role in accelerating English language skills mastery (Baus, Costa, & Carreiras, 2013; Gebauer, Zaunbauer, & Moller, 2013; Lee, 2009; Tang, 2011). According to Gebauer et al. (2013), there is a...
positive correlation between language development and foreign language immersion. He concludes that adequate language exposure, or having authentic language learning opportunities, increases students’ motivation to study English, and at the same time quicken its acquisition.

In the search for an English language curriculum, White (1988, cited in Hadley, 1998) says that an ESL curriculum or syllabus is commonly classified into two categories; type “A” and type “B”. The type “A” syllabus focuses on what students should learn in classrooms, with an emphasis on subject and content. The teaching and learning is centred on teachers, and the teachers have supreme authority over how the class and course are managed. The type “B” syllabus, in contrast, focuses on how ESL should be learned. The emphasis of this type of syllabus is on the teaching and learning process, in which learning objectives are formulated based on students’ needs. The objective of providing language courses more relevant to learners’ needs has also been proposed by Richards (2001). As a result, teachers and students work to design a study and testing format, in which the focus of study can accommodate students’ learning objectives and expectations.

In the last ten years, researches have revealed that content-based instruction and project work have been used extensively to promote students’ engagement in language learning (Boud & Costley, 2007; Iakovos, Iosif, & Areti, 2011; Stoller, 1997, 2002), suggesting that content-based instruction could lead students to develop language skills and become more knowledgeable individuals. Stoller (2002) states that “…by integrating project work into content-based classrooms, educators create vibrant learning environments that require active student involvement, stimulate higher-level thinking skills, and give students responsibility for their own learning” (Stoller, 2002, p. 107). The outcome of project-based learning (PBL) might also provide an opportunity to develop and build students’ multiple skills, which will be useful for their future career and social life (Boud, 2012; Erben, Ban, & Castaneda, 2008). Thus, integrating the development of wider curriculum objectives is a common process.

It is equally important to note that according to Stoller (1997), cited in Iakovos (2011), strength of the content-based curriculum or syllabus is
that “it lends itself to the natural teaching of the four language skills” (Iakovos, et al., 2011: 115). For example, according to Iakovos, within the content-based instruction context students are urged to read original reading materials to interpret, comprehend, analyse, and understand any information provided so they can respond either orally or in writing. Undoubtedly, such a learning approach normally involves writing, followed by listening and reading. When students apply these four language skills in reading a text in the formal learning context, it is possible to master four significant English language skills.

Figure 1: Content-based curriculum model

According to Tang (2011), the four-language teaching skills model above (Figure 1) emphasises a different focus. The traditional structural focused model divides English into several elements. As such, the intention of mastering the language is to study its particular elements, such as phonological aspects, lexical concepts, and grammatical context, and its operational system. As a result, courses are commonly developed based on a structural orientation encompassing the four English language skills of listening, reading, writing, and speaking.

Tang notes that the functional national focused model regards English as a means of functional expression, in which English is regarded as a language of communication. English learning in this learning mode emphasises the semantic and communicative domains rather than grammatical aspects. Therefore, a course is designed to meet the national objectives, via the use of English, in academic, cultural, and social contexts.
D. Professional learning

This section of the paper relates to how the curriculum may be adjusted so that students can master the knowledge, skills, and attitudes to function in the workplace upon completion of their study at this department. The PBI Department is mandated to train students to be professional English teachers. It has a responsibility to ensure that students have mastered adequate skills to become professional teachers and that they are able to perform their tasks professionally.

Education based on the concept of teaching as a profession has been promoted over the last twenty years (Darling-Hammond, 2010). According to Darling-Hammond, teachers must be able to assist students to learn in such a way as to develop their higher-order thinking and performance skills. She notes that several efforts have been made to reach this professional learning (PL) objective. Similarly, several programs have been implemented successfully, including fostering a strong relationship with schools and other learning institutions. In preparing students to learn more professionally, Darling-Hammond (2010) states that students should be active in understanding the pedagogical aspects, and curriculum should encourage students to engage deeply in the learning process.

Indeed, Darling-Hammond’s ideas have influenced our understanding of the ongoing curriculum development process that is attuned to the concept of professional teaching. Accordingly, it is commonly agreed that in teacher education programs, curriculum should focus on students’ development as novice professionals.

In Australia, three domains of attributes and standards have been formulated for teacher educators. They are: (1) professional knowledge; (2) professional practice; and (3) professional engagement (Australian Institute for Teaching and School Leadership (AITSL), 2016). Each domain covers significant knowledge and skills that teacher educators must master. Under the professional knowledge domain, for example, teacher educators must be able to identify their students and their learning approach, and must master the teaching materials and know how to teach. The foci of teaching in this
area cover differentiating teaching to meet students’ diverse learning needs, content selection and organisation, and curriculum evaluation and reporting. Under the professional practice domain, in addition, the foci of student educators’ development are on planning and implementing effective teaching and learning, creating and maintaining supportive and safe learning environments, and assessing and reporting students’ learning progress. Meanwhile, the professional engagement domain emphasises engagement in professional learning and self-dedication towards the teaching tasks, including engaging professionally with colleagues, parents/carers, and the surrounding community. Graduates must reach the initial (Graduate Teacher) level across all domains at graduation.

E. Discussion and conclusion

This paper has provided knowledge and understanding about some curriculum practices, including language learning curriculum, teaching English as a foreign language curriculum, and professional learning curriculum. The review of literature regarding the teaching of English as a foreign language identified factors affecting students’ acquisition of a foreign language. First and foremost is the student’s objective and motivation for learning English, which may affect their level of engagement in learning, and result in increased language articulation, exposure, and practice. The literature emphasis that this curriculum attempts to enhance students’ pedagogical skills including teaching methodology, course design and development, and leadership in teaching and learning, as well as assessment.

Referring to the 2016/2017 UIN Ar-Raniry manual/handbook, such the above skills have been documented well. The book requires the PBI department curriculum to cover students’ competences in pedagogical sphere. To fulfil this objective, the PBI department curriculum offers various topics to be studied by students, including various practical programs and internships. Yet, the immersed program and internship to accelerate the language acquisition as suggested by the literature seems to be a minor issue
in the PBI department curriculum. According to the 2015 annual report on curriculum monitoring and evaluation (Monev) of the PBI department, in most occasions both in formal and informal gathering, either teachers or students at this department still commonly use Bahasa (Indonesian language) as the communication language. This may decelerate the process of students’ language acquisition.

As such, there should be a firm rule in the curriculum to strongly emphasize the language immersion at particular stages and circumstances. In terms of internship, in addition, the current PBI department curriculum does not have a broad sphere of internship; it lies only on teaching domain. The PBI department curriculum should encourage and provide opportunities for its students to do internship at various institutions and organizations focussing on various English work related skills.

Besides this internal factor, other external aspects, such as learning strategies and approaches, input and feedback from teachers, were also identified as playing a significant role in accelerating the language acquisition process. The 2015 annual report on curriculum monitoring and evaluation (Monev) of the PBI department elucidates that students’ satisfaction on students and lecturers’ engagement, students and lecturers’ interaction, and lecturers’ feedbacks are satisfactory.

Furthermore, with regard to the education and development of teachers, the review has shown that education must be able to develop students’ competences in teaching and, accordingly, ways to teach (strategies). As such, student educators not only have to know the pedagogical aspects of their subject, but they must also be able to understand their students’ characteristics, to interact with students and parents as well as the community, and make quick and wise decisions in overseeing innovations to improve education quality. Referring to the 2016/2017 UIN Ar-Raniry manual/handbook, and the 2015 annual report, all those components have met a standardized curriculum quality endorsed by both national and local institutional accreditation board.
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